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ABSfEAOf
The "lucky numbers?! and their generating sieve considered 
in this paper are a variation of those first defined by S, tils®, 
end further considered by P, Brdfts and E, dabottneky.
In chapter I, basic sieving processes— -sieve of Eratosthe­
nes, a rand cm sieve and a general sieving process— are discussed 
as a basis for the introduction of the ‘'lucky number! sieve in 
the same chapter.
In Chapter II, general formulae are derived for the 71 lucky 
number * sieve and certain asymptotic approximations ar® listed 
as did Irdda and Jabottnsky*
In Chaptar III, the experimental information obtained by 
the us© of the J09h and 1.620 IBM computers Is discussed.
The Appendices contain information concerning the computer 
program, for the generation of the 8lucky numbersn as mil as 
graphical and tabular representations of the experimental re­
sults obtained.
vii

IRTRQDUOTIGR
Sieving proeeaaas ar© used considerably in number theory# 
The prime nusaber© are obtained by the sieve of Erathosthene s, 
which was devised more than two thousand years ago and is still 
essentially unaltered# The study of prime numbers has been ©n 
experimental as well as a theoretical investigation# Mary of 
the facts that have been proved began as conjectures, baaed on 
Inspection of an actual series of prim®®# Therefore to attempt 
to clarify properties of the prime® that are consequences of the 
sieving process, David Hawkins £ f j  considered a random sieve 
and noted that a theorem onclagou® to the Prime Humber Theorem 
is a common feature of sequences of number© generated by sieves 
of a certain type« It should be noted that the random sieve 
preserves only the general feature® of the sieve of Eratosthe­
nes# Thus it ha® been hypothesised that there must exist other 
sieve®, having the same general characteristics a.® those of the 
sieve of Eratosthenes but differing in the details of sieving# 
This is not to say the yield will be the prise numbers, but the 
sequence of numbers so obtained would have some distinctive 
property* It is conjectured that such studies would b© indica­
tive of the properties of prim© numbers which are a result of 
the definition of the sieve of Eratosthenes as opposed to those 
resulting from the definition of a prim© number* It is further 
theorized that other sieves may indicate whether some problems 
concerning the primes are undecidabi©* Thus in 1956, Stanislaw
XM* 01 am and his associates at the Los Alamos Scientific .Lab­
oratory published limited results of yet another sieving process# 
him termed the results of this sieving process "lucky numbers%  
JSxperinental Information was obtained for the ?! lucky num­
bers'* lass than 46,600 and excerpts were published by 01am and 
others m  well m  sons conjectures concerning the similarity of 
the properties of the ’’lucky limbers’5 a® compared with those of 
the prime numbers# In the publication by Ulam and others, it 
m s  noted that this particular sieving process had been discussed 
some years ago with Paul hrdds*
In 195?# H*®ul Srdds and Sri Jabotlnsky [JiJ considered a 
variation of the rtlucky number* sieving process, that is, the 
B®&@ definition for the sieving process but omitting the integer 
one from the initial sequence and forcing the integer two to be 
the first 9lucky number'1 • This Increased the similarity between 
the "lucky numbersand the prime numbers and rendered the ex­
perimental information obtained by Ulaa incorrect insofar as 
the actual values of the t! lucky numbers"' and only indicative of 
the other properties* Brdds and Jabotinsky conjectured and veri­
fied several asymptotic approximations for the nth * lucky num­
ber*; specifically verifying that a© the prime number, p^, is 
asymptotic to k*log k so 1 m the slucky number”, asymptotic 
to k*iog k. The sore precis© approximations obtained by Srdds 
and Jabotinaky showed that for large f,k"! the " lucky number % 
ft}*, i® strictly greater than the corresponding prise number.
ad
W. S, Briggs & J  investigated the variation# which can be 
produced in the asymptotic approximation® for the nth term by 
varying the nlueky aua&er* sieve* Thus this inveetlgatioa la 
not a direct continuation of the properties of the n lucky num­
bers'* as reformulated in the publication by Bride and. daboiliwky* 
We will use the variation of the 'Muck?/ number3sieve used 
by £rd$* and dabotinsky* In Chapter 11 tone asymptotic approx­
imations due to Erdds and JabotInsky will be derived and others 
will be listed* In Chapter III the significance of the expert-* 
mental results obtained by high-speed computers will be inter­
preted* In Appendix A information obtained by use of the 70^4 
and 1620 IBM computers will be given in tabular aid graphical 
form for the #luefey numbersw less than 131*000 which were com­
puted by the use of the previously mentioned lO^k computer*
The information given will include the density of the *lucky 
numbers” in specific intervals, the frequency of gaps varying 
in length from two unit# to ninety-two units inclusive and the 
error which the asymptotic approximations produce for known 
'w lucky rrnberstJ •
In this work it is assumed the reader is familiar with the 
notations! symbols w©% *0% and ®,s defined in An Intro-
w  w  nw."*W»  iwMatH***
ductlon to the Theory of lumbers by Hardy and Wright.
CHAPTER I
OH BASIC SISVIHO PROCESSES
The ii«® of Eratosthenes, which produces the prime num­
bers* is relatively simple* Proa its rigidly ordered procedure 
it would seam possible to find a formula for the exact number of 
primes in any given interval or a formula expressing a function 
of nnf* that would give a unique prime for every integral value 
of Hntt# In actuality mathematleians have not been able to- do 
either*
In the sieve of Eratosthenes we begin with the sequence of 
natural number® greater than one, that 1st
Aj * %  h9 %  6, 7# B# pt 10, 11, *
lie let m 2 and fora Ag by removing all multiple® of ftm 
A1# thus obtainingi Ag » £$# %  7# 11# . **J * The number
a# is ©ailed a sieving number* we now let * 5 be the second 
sieving number and form Aj by deleting all multiples of from
Ag» obtainingt * £ 5, 7# 11# ** * J* If ee continue in this
manner and construct *j, A^# ***, ,^ we then let the
(n»l)st sieving number b© ar^ *  the first number in W©
now eliminate all multiples of from and obtain A^ *
Thus the sequence of sieving numberst
A m £ ^ ,  ®.g9 a^f •• •» ^
i© the sequence of prime numbers# When w© actually use this
process a finite interval is necessarily considered and the
2procedure continues until the sieving nuaber is so largo that 
no multiples of it ©asisi In the given finite sequence. The fi­
nite interval ha.® been m  that at present the computer
division at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has a magnetic tap® 
on which ninety million prime number® are recorded. Using the 
above procedure and obtaining tables of prise numbers ha© en­
abled mathematlcians t© conjecture correctly the existence of 
the Prim* number Theorem vhleh states that if r:n* is a positive 
number, then the number of primes 'before it is asymptotic to n 
divided by the natural logarithm of n« This wee not proved for 
approximately a century following it® conjecture.
The difficulties of th# Prime Huaber Theorem m m  related 
to the irregular manner in which the prime# are distributed* 
David Hawkins £ljt noting that the Prime Wute&mr Theorem doe# 
no more than state a statistical average, was led to consider 
a "statistical'' model of the prim# masher distribution* This 
model i® termed by Hawkins & random slew,
Baradem Sieving Process
In ft random sieve a s  in the ©levs of Eratosthenes we begin 
with the sequence of natural numbers greater than one, that ie; 
B, - £ a, 5, h, 5, i>, 7, S, ...3 and m  let b-| ® 2 b® the first 
sieving masher. Then earn® random way la devised so that each 
number following two has © probability of one-half of being 
omitted. Thus one-half of the integer© will be eliminated in 
forming 8j> from B1 m  occurred in the first sieving operation 
of the sieve of F.ratosthene®• However* each time the above
3operation is performed a different will be obtained* How let 
bg, the first number in Bg* be the second sieving master* lid 
will again devise g«c r&ndea way such that each mstb-er follow­
ing bg in the sequence Bp will have a probability of */bg of bod­
ing omitted* If we continue in this manner we will construct 
i1# Bg, #**, B * Then we define the (nr4 )st sieving nuns-
her as b ,, the first number in B 4 * and we obtain Bw from Bn— I 13*-1 m n-1
in the above manner with a sieving probability of 1/%^^, Then
bar* is termed the "sequence of random prises" by Hawkins*
In both sieves previously mentioned, the first number, not 
previously eliminated* in each sequenee becomes a sieving number 
and eliminates a proportion of the remaining numbers equal to 
its reciprocal# However* the rand cm sieve produces a different 
set of matter® each time it is used, while the set of prime num­
bers is Invariant* Hawkins noted that the resemblance of the 
two sieves tends to intensify as they are increased in length, 
test the random ©leva preserves only the general features of the 
sieve of Eratosthenes* Th® abnormalities of the latter are aver­
aged out by randomizing them# In the sieve producing the prime 
numbers ©very sieving process except the first depends entirely 
on the sequences produced by the previous sieving processes and 
at every corresponding point the random sieve mates probability 
choices partially determined by its earlier statistical behavior* 
Hawkins also proved fairly readily that the Prime lumber Theorem: 
holds for "random primes %  thus allowing how parallel the two
of sieving nusv»
stews axe and tabling that the random sieve can be taken a© a 
criterion of normality* Hawkins further noted that the r&ndoa 
sieve serves as a "statistical modeln for the Mucky number 
sieve, which at the time of the publication fey Hawkins, generated 
'Mucky numbers* according to the notation of Uleia* This does 
not Imply that the Prime Ilutsber Theorem is true for the •lucky 
ntanbere* *
general. Sieving Process
As previously stated in the introduction we will us# the 
notation of Erdds and Jabot insky in our work with the 'Mucky 
numbers" and the stews fey which the "luekies* ar« generated*
Wc will first consider the general sieving process which with 
certain restrictions became* the Mucky number* sieve,. We be­
gin with a sequence of natural number®:
.<o r . o )  ct) <i) a(D \A « a| , f ai *p * **i s^ $ * * • j
and an integer fet* m  form
y ^ t  ^\
fey deleting all a^ fro© A where "i* 1® of form (l ♦ afe^ ) 
with m ^ 09 1, 2, • » for example, If
*(1) * fz, 5, 5. 4, 7, t, 15, 25, 50, 51, ...}
(2)
and 1>1 ** 4, then A is formed fey deleting the first element of
(l) (2)
A and every fourth element thereafter* Thus A as obtained
from the above exempte would be:
iS  ^» {^_P* ***3 *
We now consider the integer feg* which ©ay fee given initially or
It) (2)
fee calculated free,?* Ar } or A fey some method given originally*
(5) (2) (£)Again A is formed, from A by deleting all whom
% m 1 * mbg *♦*)# W» ewstixwe this proeesa and.
obtain the resultant sequence
* - f a (t) *<*> „<?> d  > Ia ® c. a -| * ®-*| # R | , • » • ,  a ., , * t i  )
generated by th# general, sieving process* Thus the resultant
soqmen©© is composed of the first elements of each subsequent 
(i)
sequence A (1 * 1, 2, %  **#)• In the previously .mentioned
example we obtain h * { 2, 3* .** ^  * Tbs distinct difference
between this clay© and that of Eratosthenes is that in the con- 
(n) (n-i)
struetion of A fro© A we remove eluents with a specific
index rather than removing the multiples of the sieving number* 
lucig/ Iteber Sieving Process
We will obtain the 1 lucky number" sieve from the general
C1)sieving process by first restricting the sequence A .*■ The
£ 11 C1)
elements of A will be defined by &|r & 1 + k (k » tf 2, *«•}
that is the sequence of natural numbers greater than on#* bet
( 1 )the first sieving number, b^, be * 2* lie obtain
„(&) _ J O  . . .  *. * *  , ( 1 ) ^ ^ 0 )A fres A by deleting all terms from. A of form s., _
("0 C1) 0) *
(m m 0, 1, 2, ,«,)* Thus wo delete a, ai* , a* $ ... and
1 0 P
then rename the remaining terms to obtain
,(2) f  (2) (2) (2) (2) 1
,4. * La § a , a, i «•#) a » »*wi
(2) y r
'which is specifically A » £3* 5# 7* 9* 11, 15, 1% 1?, 19, ••
(a)
Then l®t b? = a* » a * 5 be the second sieving number and eb-
( 3 )  (S> ( 2 )
tain A fro© A by emitting all terms from A ■ of form
(2)
«* , (mwO, 1, 2, #**) and renaming the remaining toms toJ
obtain
.(5) f.(5) A3) (3) (3) ?A * (a,, , f oij j
\
which is specifically «• $3 , 7# 11* 15* 17* 19* ***^ *
(1) (2) (5) (is)
¥e continue this process and construct A *. A * A * .... A
(a) {n+1) (n)
defining b » a » a' • fbus -to obtain A from A we do*
" (n) (n)
let© all terns from h of form a . {m * 0, 1# 2* . .*) and
v n+1 }
rename the remaining elements to form A * Koto at each step
we have a^ * b^* Ttas the resultant sequence of sieving numbers 
is:
, f 1 f C) .(2) (5) (a) ?© "*La1» a^,f a^ * * * * * ***j * * a, * a^  * ••*# i *
This is called -fee sequence of lucky numbers* The restrictions 
on the general sieving process necessary to produce the '“lucky 
number* sieve do not affect the distinct differ©noe between this 
and the prlxae number sieve * To gone rat® the "lueky numbers:s we 
remove elements with an Index dependent on the sieving number 
and re*Index eaeh sequence rather than removing terms which are 
themselves Multiples of the sieving number* Thus in the * lucky 
number *f sieve the actual value of th© term in the sequence Is 
not considered* He consider only the index* However, as in 
the prise number sieve and In th© random number sieve* we re­
move from each sequence a proportion of the numbers equal to 
the reciprocal of th© sieving number in obtaining th© subse­
quent sequence*
It should be noted that although the first eight -’lucky 
numbers!i are also prim© numbers th© two sieve© are not con­
sist ly th® ©am©* The first exception Is * 25 and further
?pg * 19 Is not naan of the *ltanliqr miaber* no^mmo* thus «t hnira 
Awftnlt# alailariiice In tint. sieving proccsaee, but each lias ite 
m m  ohnrnntnrtstin ytoli#
ompf m  tt
m FORMULAS FOE "LUCKY MJM8SRS9
Before inveetigating th# asymptotic properties of the "lueky
mmh&rn sieves mi will develop several less precise estimates*
using a restricted general sieve, which formulate in terms
of b* (i * 1# 2, #*** k«1 )* Thus we will not use the precise
(1)"lueky number" sieve, that- is ajc • hy sad » 1 + k for th# 
initial estimates* We will impose those restrictions: 15 b ^  2
and 2) th# sequence is a nom-deereasing sequence of integers.
In the following we shall denote by /*x 7 the smallest in-*
toger greater than or equal to su ISs wish t© first consider th#
Cut) (i)
generation of the eequenee A from the sequence A ■ • It
will be shorn that?
/  \ (1*4*1) ( t )  ^
( 1 )  a, « a .  w * nre c« « ° i  *
K A tk7 1 s p r
It follow® easily that if 2 <  k £  b^ ~ 1 then /c^k7 « k 4* 1 *
This and the use of induction imply /a^k7 * /©^(k-1 )7 + 1 for
k * 2, 3$ *»«» bf-t* When k « b^ we have /otbi7 . Ai(br 1 )7 - 2
sine© /c-iCb^t )7 + 2 *» b^ 4- 2 and b^ «»• 2 2t b^ * 1 • Thus
/» \ /j \
for k less than b^ we would have, deleted only from A and
(i+D (i) (1) „ „  . . (i+1) (i)
w© have a-, * a* « a f o l l o w e d  by a,.. * for"1 2 yj y  followed by a/i$k?
k m 2, 5, • *•« bj*l* When k « w© have an increase of two for
/c“*k7 over the previous value /S|(k-*1)7 since a ^  and will
£ x}
lav# been, deleted from A' * Similarly if *<• k 2b^ * 1 we
9h&V© /Cj^ sZ « /^(k* I )7 * Vf while if 1c * 2b^ * 1 then v© have 
/ e ^  * /e^(te»l)7 + 2* Continuing in this manner it is easy to 
see that if n is a positive integer and »b^ «* (n-1) < k < (i*+t5% - n 
then ft^kj « /!j,(k-*1)7 + 1 while fc » nb| - (n-i} implies /C|k7 «
/eI(lc^  1)7 4- 2* Thus in general for any k eueh that nb± *» (»*1)
< k <(n*!)b* - n, we have and
1 %  / S &  /?i(k-t)7+ i
for any k * nb^ - (»*1) we tew© the followings
k /ojk? /5j(te.i)7 + a*
(1)
Therefore this process reindexea the remaining elements of A
(l + )
to form A *
How we see by repeating (1) i times we obtains
(2) aji+15 - 4'} with k’ - /etA/:..AV7...7 7 7.
The previous result® are true provided 1® a non-dec reasing
sequence and > 2 *  To obtain our initial or *zero-step* estimate
for we now consider a sieve which has defining properties siad*
0) a (k)lar to th® "luefcy number51 sieve* namely &y « A  + k and st^  » •
Using (2) we see that when i + 1 c k we have the followingt
The formula *a^  « A  * 1, a,r ■ ^  + k Mt is termed by Erdds and 
Jabotlneky the "explicit formula for the eero-step*. By the nota­
tion / 7 we knew Cjm ^  /ejia/ < 1  + o^m and applying this to th®
zero-step formula we obtain the following estimate for (k&2): 
k> t k«* 1 s
<3> *  * £1 °i * °k *  *  + 1 + < G  °i>*
k—2 6
Since e4 > l it follow® by a simple induction that S  c»)* 4 4 x® 1 x •
a, * 8. w a k i+1
fe—1
<  (l©«2) 7T c. where when k * 2 the sum is defined to be zero* 
lss1 1 1^1 k~1
Then by (1} we se# that A + /T, ©* < a. c  A  + 1 * 7T  ©. ♦ 
k~2 * k-1 la*1 1 k-1
J?.. C /h Ca } < A  * 1 4- JT\ e±(1 + k - 2.) » A 4- 1 4“ (k-l) 7T, ®Sal 1*»1 * 1*1 X ' ' 1*1
We will call this the "scro-step estimate for a^ '’ (k&2)«
Consideration of the actual calculation of the value of k !
in the sere-step formula shows an increase of on© for successive
brackets, f  7, and then increases of two and then more* 'if® wish
to formulate a more precise estimate for av* Thus for fixed ks
If a positive integer exists such that b,^ - 1 < t we let Q, be
the smallest such integer t* Th.® first Q-1 brackets give an in-
crease by os®, that is /c,^,7 « 2, « 5* Thus if no such
t exists9 each bracket gives on increase of one* The Inductive
assumption becomes /c, */c. , /7* *7 7 7 ® i + '* • Then we seei<*“P K>*1u4 ?.
7“k - t - i ^ t 7 *"7 7 7 “ 7°k-t-i(t+i 57 * 1 ; 2 Blno® bk-(t+i} ~  t *
where (t + 1} is a value less than or equal to Q,« For ©very q ^  Q.,
we have the following "explicit formula for the one*step”t
 ^ mmm 0 *** #*** jfw* «—«  way
a; . «* A  4 f C I / C 2/ * « •7<;f.'«,r: *^7 • * • / / f •
When q * Q "the explicit formula for the one-step" load© to the
second estimate for a^, "th© one-step estimate”:
k-5 \<?-Q
(4) A  + Q e^ < as, <  A  + k *
he see the second inequality of (4) follows fro®, the us© of
k~Q~1 s k-n
75 .m/ -<1 + c m which gives a. <  ft + 1 4' ( TV c* } + Q. R -
J 5 te-Q-1 a ®“ ‘ fc-Q
and, from the fact that t + ^  {Jt c* } < (k-Q.) 7\ c4 * he
S« 1 lea 1 * in* 1 1
state (4) in th© more compact form?
We have considered the zero-step and the one-step formulae*
How --re wish to consider an nm-step!| (m « \f 2, «,») or "multi-
step formula : for a . We will define as the smallest integer
m—1
for which m(b. - 1) < act - ;£ c± where 0 » 0* We will show
*ffl ISTo 11 “O
by mathematical induction that:
. A + /?1/^/7../S'k^ ^ a q m - <g0 7. ..7 7 7 .
Note when si * 1 we have the explicit formula for the one-step
with q-r » Q, the inductive assumption becomes:
•k . A . 7...7 7 7 .
The inductive assumption and th© fact that (q.^, - q ) is the
number of brackets which give increases of n+1 imply the proof
when m - n -*• 1, aims we will mw® (q - © )(n * 1) + iwi * qn+1 -n n 3U*©
for the. value of 7k , -/T../C, fnq - ^  t!,l7..-7* Thus
‘t_®n+i ‘r ' *^n ’ n U ° 7
P„ = A  * /c\/c/;../c.,. f(n+l)q - ^  q.?7...7 7/, which
‘ z k”?n+t V f'+'i i=o q
completes the induction*
Analogous to the manner of obtaining the one-step estimate 
for from the explicit one-step formula, we obtain the ha-step®
estimate from the explicit formula for the >!a-step", that is:
krSm ®-l
A  ♦ ( tn  ^  % ) ^  ak <  A  + ( FT - -  j£0 % )
k~q ~ 1 a k~q
with H * 1 t ( 7T c,)< (k - c )( .A c. )» Thus we have
sat i*f i' v is'v i»1 I'
the following restatement of the multi-step estimate for a^ :
k-ti,.
(6) « A-i- ( Ty ~ ff0 qi + 9 k^ ~ ''* 0<^ ^ 9
Another result which will be needed in later work with th© 
"lucky number” sieve is one which holds under the restrictive as­
sumption that 11a * O 0 < Vie will show that:
k-s** If
k
( 7 )  -  ( i  + <>(')) J\  o , .
k 1=1 1
Frees (5 ) w© have ^  + (k - -S(k « Q )5 ^  Now
b,
implies from bv, ^ <  Q. 4- 1 that lim k ~ Q » 0* Thus k 2H Q + 1
**«* Q 4- 1
k -a  k^a
implies k - Q. « 0 (1) and we have &  + $(k «• Q) 71j c- «* o{ 1) T \  ci,
k-Q
Therefor© ak » (1 + 0(1)) ,77, e4 * How to prove (7) we need only 
•rtprove . / \ C4 « 1 4- 0(1)* This follows by proving:
*w.k>»V4» » *k
(8) i»^Q.+ i di " vhere di - 1
bi  ~ 1
We prove (8) by first ohooeing € such that 0 < £ <  -§■ and noting
i. l«k} k.
di * l«k_f+1 dl + i . ^ +1 di* Ke slww toat:
ft fc] U  kl
4 ^  1 ~ 4 "^r- * ^  Ctkl ^  £k < 2€*
' Q, ** 1 k - €k
The first inequality holds since Q, is the smallest Integer such 
that b^-c* 1 <  Q implying b!r^ ~  t > j for J <  Q. and b}:^ ^ 1 j- t
2* Q - 1. From k — Q « o(1) we have k - Q, + 1 « ©( 1) and we know
|r.
that for sufficiently large k, k - Q 4 1 < (k* This implies th©
second inequality* Th© third follows from the fact that 0 < C < J*
How 11m H" m implies lim kkl « 0, Thus <  k
• K* b[€kl b[€k]
and lim 1 Li. » 1 lim fekl « 1 * 0 implies lim k ** 0*
Hcki * € k Hckl
Therefore this proves (8), How to ©how  ^ c* ® t + 0(1)
i».k>,Q.+1
we define n » k - Q 4 1 arid, consider TT c, as a symmetric function
k k x=*n 1
i?n C1 ” £ 1  <1 + di)» that ia:
13
n
jf,(l + dj) - 'I + (in * + ... + «5k) + (dndn+1 + ... + dk_,dfc)
2
4 *** 4- (dnd *«*dk) ^  1 4 (dn 4 *** 4 ifc) 4 * ••• * \ )
+ ... + (an)k" (1) <  i + (dn + ... + ak)(i + d d* + ... + d^'n) -
k d
1 -$• (d 4 * * * 4- d, ) s » 1 t ( ) r& • Tlie-ref or© by
k rr~<r **» 1 r r ~ r
k nfL
(8) w© faeivtt * 1 + o( 1).
Th© previous work give® an indication of the typo of proof 
required to obtain asymptotic estimates for the ' ■lucky numbers*,
I&s®d on this work, Erdis an# Jabatisssfcy listed m w m m l  aspaptotic 
estimates, nost of the® without proof* In addition, no informa­
tion is given to indicate how "good!‘ the approximations arc for 
Specific *‘lueky masher©or haw rapidly th® sei3 ffcmtion* tend 
toward sero*
Th® formulae listed by Erdds and Jabotinsky J  are:
(9) ftk~k*ldgk
(TO) Gy ® fclogk 4 Jk(loglogk)2 4 (2 - V)kioglogk 4 o(kloglogk).
In the next chapter we describe how those e@tiiaa.tes compare 
with th® actual values obtained from the *lueky number” sieve*
Giursm in
simaFicmcz of g w t i s  program resorts
The "lucky numbers” between 1 and 1^ 1*000 generated on the 
7094 IBM computer were used in various other computer programs 
to obtain experimental information concerning the yield of the 
*luclcy numberr) sieve in this given finite interval.
A comparison between the number of prise numbers between 1 
and 1*1*000 and the number of "lucky numbers” showed the lucky 
numbers” to be less dense than the primes* However* they varied 
in the sms© manner5 that is* both were more dense In the initial 
intervale considered and then declined in density in a similar 
manner as shown by Table 1* page 24.
A yet unverified conjecture concerning the prim®' numbers is 
whether the limit inferior of (p?,^ - p ) is less than infinity.
It has been conjectured that a similar statement is true for the 
* lucky numbers"j that Is* 11® inf (at - * 0 < o «  * Thu® we con­
sidered the values of (a - a }» From Table II* page Z6t we
k+1 k
see for the Hlucky number s' between 1 end 131*000 that e - a «
fc+i k
6 is the most frequent difference and that a - a « 92 is the
k+1 k
largest difference for the- "lucky numbers” between 1 and 1 *000.
Further the majority of the differences computed were less than
50. Thus it would appear that the conjecture I in Inf (a - a )
k+1 k
may b© justified*
Experimental values were also obtained for Alc+1 ~ ak since
l og k
it has been shown for the prime nusbers that I la sup ' k+1 * k «
log k
mid toe been similarly conjectured for the lucky number©%  
However, in the experimental work the largest value attained by
€&. ** fiL
k+1 sc 1© 9»&5%9?>50* && 1* shown in Figure 4, page 57# the
log k'
results, other than the exceptional one above, obtained for
ak+1 * ak vary from 0*2 to 7*0 and develop no trend* Since the 
log k
a - a
value of lc+1 k for the -lucky number®” between 1 and 131,000 
log k
Is less than ten and no apparent trend developed, it would seem
to Indicate that Xim sup ak»»! ~ &k = o o  may be unfounded.
~~log"k
The initial asy&pte&ie approximation, logic, obtained
by Erdds and Jabotineky is consistently less than the correspond­
ing value of av for the Hlucky numbers9 between 1 and 15-1,000. 
However, the percentage of the difference between k*logic 
though less initially, leveled to approximately twenty-five per­
cent of the value of for the sample considered. Figure 2, 
page 27, gives a graphical representation of this at indicative 
indices* However, this information was obtained for each * lucky 
nttt}#r% fine k*logk does not appear to bo a close approximation 
sine© it maintains a constant deviation of approximately twenty- 
five percent from the actual value of
Other asymptotic approximations were stated which incorporated 
a '‘a” term, he considered experimentally the estimates from form-
ulae (7) and (10) : -- L_—  - 1 - o(1) and . Je   - _J^gL__
7Y kloglogk Xoglogk
* 1*1 ei
• Jlogiogk - (2 ~ V*} » 0(1). The later m s  tha refinement stated 
by Erdds and dabotinaky and supposedly the better approximation, 
However, it was stated with the details of proof suppressed and 
as sen hm noted front Figure 3# page 33, it la very irregular ini­
tially, Although ft downward trend to zero develops, m  find in
the Internal investigated that it remains greater than 0.9* low 
®lc
« t m m(%) is regular initially and begin® at approx*
a jj, oj
Imtely 0,6, idtowlhg a definite downward trend to zero i&B&edi&tely, 
However, it level® to a value greater than 0.2 and log® than 0*23 
with a slight but very slow trend to zero. Thus the least re­
fined of the asymptotic &pp r oadsiations appears to fee the better 
of those investigated experimentally, at least on the interval
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PROGRAM FOB T O  OOMPUTATICH OF "U3CICI MWfflF.PS1 TKROWSH 151,000
CSS THE 7094 IBM COMPUTER
m
U3T ® 
umh 
o isoar m m
DIMENSION JffiC10000), NF{1000), IK(1000)
MAX - 10000 
MAXIA . 1000
m  - 1
0 GENERATE SKOHD SffiiUBEE 
DO 10 JA - 1, MAX
m  - >*a + a
10 Kl(JA) «. Ml 
IA m 1
49 mpao - ®{i)
57 IP  (MPA© -  MAX) 26, J5, 56 
26 it (m{w*a * 1)) so, 50, 4o
40 NF(IA) . WFAO 
10 - IA 
ML - IA 
«(1) . 0 
KFIA - MPAC + 1 
LRET - 0
C EIIKtSATE NUMBERS 
*5 00 66 SM - KPIA, mX, MPAC 
MR - JB
IT (®8(©8)) 20, 31, *1 
4l NK(KR) - 0 
WE? « 0
6a a w m a m
MB a IS * MPAC 
0 000®? JSFT-OVffiS
51 DO 70 KA •  1 , MAX 
SUES * m  - MFAC + KA
IP (WEB - MAX) 27, 27, 52 
27 IP (HH(MRES)) 20, 32, 70 
70 OONTIBOS 
52 BC(IC) . U * 1  
SPfMBET) 20, 244, i44 
0 PASS THE list 
244 iP(tBBS) 20, 44, 544 
344 s® « PS LI 
00 TO 545 
44 KS m 0 
545 MSI - W  + 1 
DO 80 KB - MSS, MAX 
IF (HN(KS)) 23, 80, 43 
43 MS -  MS + 1
W ( W )  » fffi(KB)
21
IP( B - MS) 20, 80, 8t 
81 W(XB) - 0
8 0 oomznm 
met « i 
i44 ir(uRsr) as, 50, 159
5@ 5 1. 5«» %
31 U  » IA ♦ 1 
80 tO 4?
0 abb mm n u m m s
50 M S  - MS + 1
00 90 40 - m s ,  IMS
M3 - m * 2
i f  -  131000) w,  91 , 91
90 w(je) - »
0 EUHOHAXE UNUMKI NUMBERS m m  SEW NUMBERS
91 LP.ET » 1 
3 0  m  0
MS LI « KS 
135 J0 - 0
If (.30 - ML) 137. 157, 156 
157 MWC -  NF(JD)
10-20
MR > m u  - W{JD) 4- KFAC 
If (MS - MAX) 195, 193, 31 
195 If (HS(MR)) 20, 51, 95 
95 ®S(») -0
ft
WET • 0
n  ■ k  ♦  npao
if(mp- * mi) m+ 195# 51 
156 trim  -  151000) 49# J6* 5<>
2 0  WHITE OTPlfT TAPE 6 # 9 $
9 0  FORMAT (1H 1 , 1 0 « I S 0 l f I i r t  7AZAIE)
36 Mbl * ML * 1
i s s f i  9 W !  tapk: 6 , to t  £ i a , i g , i  # J&# j o  tm * m 9 m 9 u m + w m
101 FORMAT < 1H1 /  (IE, 111) )
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6, 99» m « ) 6 t lliif (X 9)llK Z )* )V (Z )9EO(X)^X»1t IO») 
99 FORMAT (lRl9X5mt»v I0# 9X5iW«i 18# 5 Q W U «  is//
iiX5iCi)^aw{i}6Ai9 OT{i)6i^w(i)/{iif %ii) )
M T S  OUTPUT TAPE 64 100# ( I f  W ( I ) #  MOO.* ME) 
too FORMAT (iff# 2111)
97 GAM* 1ST 
M O
p XtV: Pi
FLOP DIOIOOIP? OF Pi 0 0 ? -O ' 'TO 0,1?'' T O P t 0  UJ Cf Y -L 3 B  OTP
P.3 TP" 110?' 70 0 ?
30
PI TO OF
?;ir 130.3
/VCCOIL IT LOFT OV OHO
tie •» firebar of meefcer?'. eftor the loot m o b o r  to be e XiorneieO 
"IP — I ,o e Or ? nuufb e r o:'
P" 0  -  T o o  o f  l e o t  n u rsb -> r - 'o r i e r o t e d
" Fpo The fi rot "un'iber To tfo sequence to uric!: neor riuribero are 
beire oddef *
APPENDIX B
t m m  t
tm&trr or *umi wmimB" pm m u s  in mmmnmvm immvAtM
Tmmmw. 151*000
W O t t E S  in. m m V A L  I PBtns ik r n m e t A h
1 Ho,► in listen
®  T^ESXttei ^ Ho# i n Interval total 1
1-2 ,0 0 0 252 ..... 252 505 303
2,000-4,000 205 457 24? 550
4,000-6,000 195 650 255 785
6,000-8 ,0 0 0 185 855 224 1007
6,000-1 0 ,0 0 0 181 iot4 222 1229
10,000-12,000 177 1191 209 1456
12,000-14,000 175 1 5 " 214 1652
14,000-16,000 174 1540 210 1662
16,000-18,000 1?1 1711 202 2064
18,000-2 0 ,0 0 0 168 1879 198 2262
20,000-22,000 162 2041 202 24 h
22,000-24,000 156 2207 204 21 *66
24,000-26,000 ;59 2566 19 a 2860
26,000-26,000 164 255O 195 305?
28,000-50,000 166 2696 190 3245
50,000-52*000 157 2855 18? 5-452
52 , 000- 54 ,000 5 5016 206 5658
54,000-5 6 ,0 0 0 1 0 5176 186 5624
56,000-5 6 ,0 0 0 152 5*28 195 4017
56,000-40,000 162 *490 186 4205
40,000-42,000 154 5 44 169 4592
42,000-44,000 155 3 1 9 9 187 4579
44,000-46,000 157 3 9 ^ 182 4761
4 ,000-48,000 154 4110 185 % 46
46,000-50*000 15s 4268 187 5153
50,000-9 2 ,0 0 0 151 4419 166 5319
52,000-54,000 156 4577 181 3500
54,000-56,000 15s 4729 165 5603
56,000-58,000 151 4880 190 5675
58 , 000- 60 ,000 149 5029 184 -6057
6 0 ,000-62,000 152 5181 175 6252
62,000-64,000 155 5554 181 6413
64,000-66,000 151 5485 178 6591
66,000- 68 ,000 i46 5651 183 6774
68, 000- 70 ,000 154 5785 161 6955
’!>* I* Lchoor, List of Prime limbers fro© 1 to 10*006/721, 
1%  ahlngtcm, 19 1 4 *
TABIJi I (eontinued)
25
n m®* 
70,000-72,000
72 . 000- 74 ,000
74.000-7 6 ,0 0 0
76.000-78,000
78.000-80,000 
eo,000-82,000
82.000-84,000
64.000-86,000
03.000-68,000
62.000-90,000
90.000-92*000 
92*000-94,000
94.000-96,000
96.000-96*000
96.000-100,000 
100,000-102,000
102.000-104,000
104.000-106,000
106.000-106,000 
106,000-110,000 
110,000-112,000
112.000-114,000
114.000-116,000
116. 000- 118,000 
118,000-120,000 
120,000-122,000
122.000-124, OCX)
124.000-125,000
126.000-128,000 
126,000-150,000  
i50,ooo-i5#*ooo
in Interfax Total thru
149
190
149
14?
149
148 
144
m
144
145
14?
147
146 
199
147
191 
i44 
146 
158 
152 
155
15"
>1
39
■ m
149
’38
* /■! i r >
hlj
73
59?i 195 7128
<5080 175 7501
5250 105 7404
<5579 178 766&
5525 175 7857
•»5?p 180 8117
6825 175 8190
# 6 7 172 8502
7119 181 8545
7265 170 8?i5
7406 175 8868
7555 105 9071
7700 182 9255
7846 166 9419
i m 175 $ m
8152 174 9766
0265 16? 9955
8427 175 101c '
85?5 166 10274
8711 179 10455
SS6y 167 10020
# 9 8 1# 10789
91# 175 109^4
9295 171 11155
9454 166 11501
9572 174 11475
9721 176 11051
9059 to? 11618
1CK30^ 101 11979
10150 172 12151
10225 85 12256
26
tsmx ix
m m m  o f  a i n  o f  m m  k k m s s i  s u c c e s s i v e  *uhmkt iu s t® ii!s?l
length
#f I
(K) S#» Of 0©$«
1
f
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
m
22
24
26
26
56
5?
54
S«
£
42
44
4«
40
3fo
52
54
56
m
60
62
64
66
60
70
nn
76
78
00
1
1067
1082
1685
7%
m
1178
542
57i
629
222
256
4t8
1»
i»
845
66
71
97
4?
42
80
56
27
*216
15
9
9
?
to
0
4
7
5
5
2.
a
a
a
0
Length (K)
82
84
86
IS
90
92
Ho, of Cap© 
of Length I
0
0
0
1
0
1
27
450\
400\
300\
250-
F/ y  u r e  2  / '
jsq\ Graphical  Compar ison  o f  "Lucky N u m b e r s "  a n d  k log k
/
/
Lucky Numbers
/
s
/
s
200-
y
!5o\
/— %
m \  y
s o  \ . y ^
/ k !°9 k
/  ^ y
10 20 SO 40 SO 60
I n d e x

2 ?
o
o
jo
M s s
1 2
2 3
8 5
4
5 11
6 13
7 17
8 23
9 2 3
10 29
11 37
12 4t
43
t4 47
15 33
16 61
17 6?
18 71
19 77
20 83
21 8 9
2 2 91
23 97
24 107
23 113
26 119
27 1 2!
m 12?
m 131
30 143
31 149
32 137
33 161
3 4 173
53 173
36 179
37 181
36 193
39 209
4o 211
4t 221
4a 223
tmm in
u s t  o r  numbers" t m  i n d i c e s  1-69
fkmfo-QY Ind** me&y I
43 227
44 233
43 23346 239
4? 24?
48 237
49 268
30. 27?
31 288
32 28?
93 301
34 507
33 313
36 3i9
37 831
38 337
39 |41
a 333
61 939
62 861
63 877
64 38363 3#
66 .897
67 40?
68 418
# 419
31
TABLE If
UST OF nUIOKir BOMBERSn FOB. INDICES 3000-5070
I,Ild<IK iggiSLL.
5000 5954?
5001 59357
3002 593^ 1
5003 59991
5004 59597
5005 59605
500 6 59609
5007 59611
5008 59617
5009 59<>59
5010 59 "51
5011 59653
501a 59677
5015 59711
5014 59725
5015 597*1501-5 59761
5017 59767
5018 59785
5019 59801
5020 59357
50a 1 59865
5022 59905
5025 59911
5024 59955
5025 599*1
5026 59951
5027 59955
5026 59965
5029 59969
5050 0001 1
5051 60045
3052 60047
5055 60077
5054 60085
3033 6Q085$0$6 60097
5057 60107
5058 60115
5039 601215040 60157
5041 -50149
5042 60157
50*5 60167
5044 6017$
3045 60179
5046 60181
504? 60187
$048 6020$
$049 602$$
$050 <02$$
$0$t 60259
$D$2 60287
$0$5 6029$
$0$4 50299
$0$$ 60507
$0$6 6052$
$057 60$$7
$o$e &$4$
$0$9 C$47
$®6o 60561
$061 60$o7
$062 60577
$06$ 60597
$064 60421
$06$ 60427
$066 6044$
$06? 6046?
$0 68 6047$
$0-59 6o48t
$070 60491
52
TABLE ¥
list of nu mm  immms* worn, xibio.es 10150-10225
Influx Utoky Hw
1O150 129977
10151 130007
10152 150013
1.0155 150045
10154 150057
10133 1$QO$3
10156 130105
10157 130109
1015s 130133
10159 130157
101 'O 130163
10 1 130195
101 ? 150225
10165 130247
10164 130255
1 0. 5 130271
101 130275
1016? 130277
101 'Z 130291
101 19 i3030'5
10170 130355
10171 130345
10172 130561
10175 130575
10174 130561
10175 130403
1017? 130411
10177 130425
101TB 130455
10179 130459
10180 150447
10181 130451
10162 130465
10185 130471
10184 13048?
10185 130495
10186 130499
10187 150501
10168 130511
10189 130317
10190 150555
10191 130555
10192 150567
Indox IjliGiCV
1019-3 130509
10194 130569
10195 13059110196 13060310197 130651
10196 130663
10199 130645
10200 1306%
10201 150665
102O2 130675
10205 15070910204 130721
10205 150747
10206 150763
1020? 130777
10208 130795
10209 130617
10210 150623
10211 130847
10212 130695
10215 130889
10214 150905
10215 130919
10216 !5095110217 130959
1021B 5 30945
10219 130961
10220 150963
10221 130973
10222 130961
10223 130991
Ft gure 3
Graphical R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  o f  Formulae i/0) and (7)
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